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TRAINING

War Room
Crisis simulation 

Target audience
Frameworks, executives, heads of department and everyone involved in the crisis management process.
Everyone motivated to cope with a crisis situation, to prepare and test themselves in order to progress.

Goal
The participants will undergo a realistic crisis situation. This tailored exercise is made of complex and unexpected storylines.

Our different specialists (logistics and tech support, public relation, watch and information, legal and medical advice…) will 
accompany you to test your procedures, your expertise and performances.

Through an effective and validated artificial intelligence system, we simulate situations by means of recorded behaviors that would 
be difficult to play in reality. This method provides a detailed and documented analysis with a high return on investment. 

Location 
Within our company or yours, we are in charge of the technical infrastructure. 

Duration
A minimum of 4 hours is required for a simulation, and it can last up to 72 hours, depending on your needs.  

Contact us for more information

Are your organization and business partners sensitized, trained and ready to cope with any type of crisis situation?

Our method, our expert team and a simulator recreate a realistic environment from a numerical modeling of the global context of 
a crisis. This unique simulation mode immerses actors and decision-makers of a crisis unit in a space-time context controlled by a 
simulator and the “animation” team.

This methodology offers an after-action analysis tool revolutionary in terms of organization, temporality, teaching, experience 
capitalization and foresight in the crisis management. The artificial intelligence removes cognitive biases. 

Besides the programmation of events and the traceability of decisions and actions, the simulator enables to capitalize objective 
lessons through the incrementation of right and realistic performance indicators. 

This innovative approach of after-action analysis differs from traditional methods. It provides an immediate and solidified feedback 
of the real performance of the crisis management to the participants and managers.

To optimize this simulation, we recommend you to undergo our training “management crisis” beforehand,
 in order to improve the fundamentals. 


